In recent years, metamaterials research has received considerable attention among scientific community because of the fascinating scientific aspects and their important applications such as negative refraction, optical antennas, optical cloaking, super resolution imaging, ultra compact optical circuits, plasmonic nanolasers, etc[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10]. Among optical metamaterials, hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) have emerged as one of the most important topic at optical frequencies and attracted great deal of attention due to their striking electromagnetic features accompanied by ease of nanofabrication and bulk three dimensional non-resonant responses with deep sub-wavelength unit cells[@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14]. A HMM is a non-magnetic extremely anisotropic artificial medium, that cannot be found in nature at optical frequencies having an open hyperboloid iso-frequency surface[@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19]. The interesting properties of hyperbolic metamaterials promise a large variety of potential applications such as negative refraction, spontaneous emission enhancement, biosensing, and nanoscale light confinement[@b13][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28].

Being characterized by hyperbolic dispersion, HMMs support surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) as well as highly confined bulk plasmon polaritons (BPPs)[@b29]. A periodic metal/dielectric stack (HMM) supports the bulk plasmon modes, which are the entire family gap plasmon modes of multilayer[@b29]. BPPs are propagating waves inside the multilayer with an exponentially decay outside. The theoretical and numerical analyses of these modes in a multilayer have been previously investigated[@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34]. However, the experimental verification of their existence in a multilayer is extremely challenging because of the large optical loss due to very high modal indices and deep sub-wavelength confinement. Recently, Avrutsky *et al.* have reported the excitation of bulk plasmon modes in a multilayer made of silica/gold layers at infrared frequency using prism coupling technique[@b29]. However, it is very difficult to excite bulk plasmon modes at optical frequencies using a prism coupling technique because of the unavailability of high refractive index prisms for matching the momentum between the incident light and the guided modes. Here, we propose and fabricate a novel hypergrating configuration to design optical HMMs and experimentally demonstrate that it is possible to excite SPP and BPP modes at optical frequencies based on a grating coupling technique of surface plasmon excitation. Nanofabrication and nanophotonics strongly interplayed during the design and fabrication processes to create the artificial metal-dielectric superlattice with subwavelength layer thickness (almost λ/20), and to invent a proper hypergrating to couple and simultaneously probe SPP and BPP modes. In this context, hypergrating refers as a combined structure of metallic diffraction grating and HMM. Such types of structures were previously proposed for far-field sub-wavelength imaging[@b35][@b36], but their experimental verification has not been reported hitherto. In the present work, we initially fabricate a HMM based on Au/TiO~2~ multilayers to experimentally confirm the hyperbolic dispersion and the presence of high-k modes inside the HMM. Then SPPs and BPPs are excited and probed up through the grating coupling technique, by fabricating a properly designed one-dimensional metallic diffraction grating on top of the HMM. Our proposed hypergrating configuration demonstrates an extraordinary potential to open new routes towards a wide range of breakthrough applications including bio-chemical sensing and optical sub-wavelength resolution imaging.

Results
=======

Design and fabrication of the hypergrating
------------------------------------------

The schematic of the fabricated hyperbolic metamaterial structure is shown in [Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, which consists of 12 alternating layers of gold (Au) and titanium dioxide (TiO~2~) thin films. The proposed HMM was fabricated by sequential deposition of TiO~2~ and Au on a glass substrate (see Methods). The measured thicknesses are 32 nm and 16 nm for TiO~2~ and Au, respectively. Hence the calculated fill fraction of metal is 33%. Since the fabricated HMM belongs to effective medium approximations, we used effective medium theory (see [Supplementary information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to calculate the dielectric permittivity of the entire structure. Then, we performed spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements to confirm the dielectric tensor component (*ε~ll~*) in the parallel direction (XY plane). The simulated results are shown in [Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, which show that the fabricated structure is a type II HMM with dielectric permittivity tensor components, *ε~ll~*(*ε~x~* = *ε~y~*) \< 0 and *ε*~⊥~(*ε~z~*) \> 0, confirming the designed hyperbolic dispersion at optical frequencies, above 548 nm wavelength.

To evidence the existence of high-k modes in the fabricated HMM, we performed fluorescence lifetime measurements as a function of emission wavelengths using ultra-fast time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) set-up (see Methods). Short-living excitonic states of the chromophores placed in close proximity to the metal-dielectric multilayers and measured in the hyperbolic band, would represent a clear signature of the presence of high-k modes. The studied HMM structure consists of a DCM dye (0.3% by wt. in ethanol solution) dissolved polymer (PMMA) layer of 100 nm thickness on top of the Au/TiO~2~ multilayer, separated by a TiO~2~ spacer layer of 10 nm thickness (see [Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The maximum emission wavelength of DCM dye dissolved PMMA is observed at 620 nm for an excitation wavelength of 450 nm (see [Supplementary Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The fluorescence lifetime measurements of three samples such as reference sample (DCM on a TiO~2~/glass substrate), control sample (DCM on a 1bilayer of Au/TiO~2~) and HMM (DCM on the HMM) were performed and the results are shown in [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} (also see [Supplementary Fig. S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is evident from [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} that there is a large variation in spontaneous emission lifetime of DCM onto the HMM compared to reference sample and control sample. This unusual behaviour is attributed to the existence of high-k modes as well as non-radiative and SPP modes present in the HMM[@b12]. Also, dye on reference sample and control sample show an increase in lifetimes with emission wavelengths; however lifetime of DCM onto HMM is almost constant in the hyperbolic region of the emission spectra. The coupling of the high-k metamaterial states is responsible for the observed shortest life times of HMM[@b12]. To further evidence that the high-k modes are responsible for the reduction of lifetime in the hyperbolic region, we calculated the normalized lifetime of dye on HMM with respect to reference sample. As shown in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, a considerable reduction in normalized lifetime is observed in the hyperbolic region, i.e. when the wavelength crosses the transition wavelength. Note that in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the emission wavelengths are normalized with respect to transition wavelength (548 nm). We also verified the coupling of dye emission into the metamaterial states using steady-state photoluminescence measurements, observing a strong quenching in the emission in the case of HMM (see [Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). From the above observed properties, we confirmed that the fabricated Au/TiO~2~ multilayer is an optical hyperbolic metamaterial.

In order to excite both surface and bulk plasmon modes inside the HMM, we designed and fabricated a hypergrating structure as shown in [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Hypergrating is a combined structure of one-dimensional (1D) metallic diffraction grating and HMM. We used Electron- beam lithography to pattern 1D grating lines on top of the HMM. Then we directly deposited a silver (Ag) layer of 20 nm thickness on the PMMA grating (see Methods). Ag has been selected as metal, because it is well known that it has a lower optical loss level compared to Au and hence it has higher plasmonic coupling efficiency. Note that there are no problems existing in evaporating Ag directly onto photoresist and we ensured that the over layer contamination is negligible. The SEM image of as prepared grating lines is shown in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. From the image, it is clear that the Ag is uniformly distributed on the sample. Note that the total area successfully patterned on the HMM is around 5 mm × 5 mm. The fabricated gratings have an average period of 500 nm, average slit width of 160 nm and height around 120 nm. In order to avoid the direct contact of grating with HMM, a TiO~2~ spacer layer of 10 nm thickness is deposited between them.

Excitation of surface and bulk plasmon polaritons
-------------------------------------------------

According to the grating coupling technique of surface plasmon excitation, the surface plasmon modes can be excited when the wavevector of the grating diffraction orders are greater than that of the incident light. Under this condition, diffraction orders are no longer propagating waves, but evanescent field and the enhanced wavevector of evanescent field is responsible for the coupling of incident light to the surface plasmon modes according to the coupling condition given by . Being *θ* the incident grazing angle, *ϕ* is the azimuthal angle (the angle between the plane of incidence and the grating wavevector), *n*~0~ is the refractive index of incident medium, *k*~0~ = 2*π*/*λ* is the vacuum wavevector, *m* is the grating diffraction order and *k~g~* = 2*π*/Λ is the grating wavevector, with Λ the grating period. When *ϕ* = 0, *k~spp~* = *n*~0~*k*~0~ sin*θ* ± *mk~g~*. In all our experiments, the polarization of the beam is set to be p-polarization (TM) and *ϕ* = 0.

In order to strongly evidence our findings, six different samples have been fabricated and analyzed (see [Supplementary Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The reflectance spectra of these six samples as a function of excitation wavelengths are shown in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Here the incident grazing angle is set to be 50°. In order to compare the results, we first analyzed the reflectance spectrum of a uniform Ag layer (20 nm) on a TiO~2~/glass substrate ([Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) by using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry. As well known, no surface plasmon excitation is possible for this sample because there is no coupling. Then we studied the reflectance spectrum of a reference sample (Ag grating on a TiO~2~/glass substrate). Two reflectance minima are observed at visible wavelengths (from 350 nm to 450 nm), which shows the existence of SPPs in the sample ([Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The reflectance spectrum of a control sample (Ag grating on a 1 bilayer of Au/TiO~2~) is measured and shown in [Fig. 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. In contrast to [Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the control sample shows three extra reflectance minima at wavelengths such as 700 nm, 1000 nm and 2000 nm in addition to other two reflectance minima of SPP. These minima at higher wavelengths show the existence of gap plasmon (or bulk plasmon) modes in the control sample. Further, we studied the reflectance spectrum of another sample which consists of Ag grating on a 4 bilayers of Au/TiO~2~ and observed almost same behavior as that of control sample ([Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). However, both SPPs and bulk plasmon bands are slightly modified. [Figure 4 (e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the reflectance spectrum of a hypergrating. According to [Fig. 4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the reflectance minima at wavelength such as 700 nm, 1000 nm and 2000 nm are very narrow and deeper as compared to [Fig. 4(c) & 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. This deepest narrow reflectance curves represent the existence of highly confined bulk plasmon polaritons (super modes) in the hypergrating. The reflectance minima for bulk plasmon modes are slightly shifted when the number of bilayers is increased from 1 to 6 and it is due to the coupling of individual gap plasmon modes. In order to further confirm the results, we analyzed the reflectance spectrum of a hypergrating without Ag layer on top of the grating and result is shown in [Fig. 4(f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. It is evident from the figure that no reflectance minima are obtained for the sample because there is no surface plasmon excitation, similar to [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Moreover, transmission measurements of these samples at normal incidence are performed (see [Supplementary Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Also, reflection and transmission measurements of multilayer samples are performed (see [Supplementary Fig. S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By comparing these results with hypergrating results ([Fig. 4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), it is clearly confirmed the existence of both surface modes and bulk plasmon supermodes in the fabricated hypergrating. Since both surface and bulk plasmon mode excitation depends on incident angle, we measured the reflectance of hypergrating for different angle of incidence (see [Supplementary Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) by exploiting the very high sensitivity of the spectroscopic ellipsometer. We observed that there is a blue shift in reflectance minima for both surface and bulk plasmon modes when the incident angle is increased. This is attributed to the variation in modal indices (effective indices) of modes with incident angles[@b37]. However, the shift decreases when the excitation wavelengths decrease and the reflectance dip became deeper and narrow for higher incident angles. In order to validate the experimental results with theory, the dispersion relations of both SPP and BPP modes are investigated (see [Supplementary information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The dispersion plot of SPP and BPP modes are shown in [Fig. S10](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. It is clear from the figure that dispersions of both modes are well beyond the air light line and the wavevector of SPP modes are higher at shorter wavelengths (below λ = 440 nm). However, the wavevector of BPP modes are higher than that of SPP modes at higher wavelengths. Hence, it is confirmed from the [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} that the experimentally observed reflectance minima at shorter wavelengths (350 to 450 nm) are due to SPP modes and at higher wavelengths (700 nm, 1000 nm and 2000 nm) are due to BPP modes.

As mentioned before, bulk plasmon modes represent the entire family gap plasmon modes of a multilayer. More specifically, gap plasmon modes are the modes with symmetric field distribution across the dielectric layer surrounded by metals and large modal indices is possible by decreasing the dielectric layer thickness. The large modal indices represent the strong mode confinement and shorter propagation length. While bulk plasmon modes provide only short propagation length, it can provide strong mode confinement at nanoscale. The multilayer also supports surface plasmon modes at each metal/dielectric interface. Both modes can be experimentally probed by studying the reflectance spectra as a function of incident angle at a particular wavelength. The SPP excitation of samples such as reference, control and hypergrating is shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. Here, the coupling angle (resonance angle) of all samples is increased when the wavelength of the excitation light is increased from 350 nm to 400 nm. According to the grating coupling technique, the modal index of the mode is given as, *n*~mod\ *al*~ = ((*λ*/Λ) + *n*~0~ sin*θ*). Hence the experimentally calculated modal indices of the hypergrating for the wavelengths 350 nm and 400 nm are 1.315 and 1.66, respectively. Also, the theoretically calculated modal indices of the SPP modes for the wavelength region 300 nm to 400 nm are shown in [Fig. S11a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (see [Supplementary information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is evident from the figure that the SPP modal index increases with increasing wavelength for shorter wavelength region. It shows that the experimental results are well correlated with the theoretical results. In addition, the control and hypergrating samples show deeper, and narrow reflection minima as compared to reference sample because a multilayer structure also supports various plasmonic modes such as long- and short-range surface plasmons at each metal/dielectric interfaces[@b29].

The excitation of bulk plasmon modes at different excitation wavelengths are shown in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. We could not observe any reflectance minima for reference sample because there is no plasmon bands present at these wavelengths ([Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). We investigated the bulk plasmon mode excitation at three bulk plasmon bands such as 650 nm to750 nm, 1000 nm to 1100 nm and 2000 nm to 2100 nm. As shown in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, very narrow and deep reflectance minima are obtained for hypergrating as compared to control sample. This shows the excitation of bulk plasmon modes in the hypergrating structure. The shift in coupling angle from control to hypergrating is higher at higher wavelengths. This large shift in coupling angle could be due to the strong mode confinement of bulk modes at higher wavelengths. Also, the decrease in resonance angle is observed when the excitation wavelength is increased in each bulk plasmon bands, which shows the decrease in modal indices of bulk modes with an increase of excitation wavelength (see [Supplementary Fig. S9](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The modal indices of BPP modes of three bulk plasmon bands are calculated and tabulated in [Table 2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Then the modal indices of BPP modes are theoretically calculated and shown in [Fig. S11b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. From the theoretical and experimental data, it is confirmed that the modal index of BPP modes are decreasing with increasing wavelength for shorter wavelength band (650 nm to 750 nm and 1000 nm to 1100 nm). However, the modal index values are almost constant at higher wavelength band (2000 nm to 2100 nm). In particular, we obtained very large coupling angle shift for visible wavelength band (650 nm to 750 nm) as compared to higher wavelength band (2000 nm to 2100 nm). This large shift is due to the large modal index variation of BPP modes at shorter wavelength region. From the modal index analysis of BPP modes, it is found that the modal index of BPP modes increases when the wavelength range of the BPP band is increased from visible to near-infrared. Therefore, the modes at first BPP band (650 nm to 700 nm) represent the fundamental modes and modes at other two bands represent the higher order modes (i. e 1000 nm to 1100 nm is 1^st^ order modes and 2000 nm to 2100 nm is 2^nd^ order modes).

Discussion
==========

We designed, fabricated and characterized an optical hypergrating for the excitation of both surface and bulk plasmon modes in a hyperbolic metamaterial. Nanofabrication and nanophotonic techniques have been sinergically combined to create the designed metal-dielectric multilayer lattice coupled with a subwavelength silver grating to excite and probe SPP and BPP modes. The excitation of those tailored modes is experimentally demonstrated in a wide wavelength region from visible to near infrared using p-polarized light. The experimental results are then validated with theoretical results. HMMs are considered to be among the most promising optical metamaterials, since they represent a very advanced quantum nanophotonic system having unique opto-plasmonic features. Moreover, our results can be expected to find a multitude of applications from imaging and sensing to quantum optics. Recently, nanograting based SPR bio-chemical sensors have received an increasing attention due their advantages to effect the miniaturization and to make the size of the chips even smaller for commercial applications including antigen-antibody, protein, and chemicals detection[@b38]. The sensitivity of such sensors can be remarkably improved by using a hypergrating based sensor configuration. The proposed configuration can also be expected to find important applications in optical sub-wavelength resolution imaging in cancer research.

Methods
=======

Sample preparation
------------------

### HMM fabrication

Hyperbolic metamaterials were realized by sequential deposition of TiO~2~ and Au layers on a glass substrate (Micro slides from Corning) using RF sputtering technique (TiO~2~ target from Stanford Materials Corporation) and thermal evaporation of Au pellets (from Kurt J. Lesker Company), respectively. Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc, V-VASE) was used to measure the thicknesses of both layers. DCM dye (Mutagenic from Exciton) was initially dissolved in ethanol (0.3% by wt. in ethanol solution) and then the solution was mixed with PMMA resist (950 PMMA C2 Resist from MICROCHEM). As prepared DCM + PMMA solution was spin coated on the HMM sample at 5000 rpm, in order to get a thickness of around 100 nm. The thickness was measured using a Stylus Profilometer (KLA-Tencor P-6).

### Hypergrating fabrication

One-dimensional gratings on top of the HMM was fabricated using Electron-beam lithography (Tescan Vega). Initially, MMA resist (8.5 MMA EL 11 from MICROCHEM) was spin coated on the sample at 4000 rpm and baked at 180°C for 5 min. After some time, PMMA resist (950 PMMA C2 Resist from MICROCHEM) was spin coated at 5000 rpm and baked at 180°C for 8 min. As prepared samples were patterned using e-beam lithography with dosage 150 μC/cm^2^ and beam intensity 6. The exposed samples were developed using MIBK: IPA solution for 90 s and IPA for 30 s. The developed samples were imaged using scanning electron microscope (SEM by Tescan Vega), confirming that the grating lines were exactly fitting the design. After that an Ag layer of 20 nm thickness was deposited directly on top of the sample using thermal evaporation of Ag pellets (from Kurt J. Lesker Company). As prepared samples were again imaged using SEM to see the uniformity of Ag layer on the gratings.

Experiments
-----------

### Ellipsometry measurements

The effective permittivities of the samples were measured using a J. A. Woollam Co., Inc, V-VASE Ellipsometer and then the results were fitted using WVASE32 software.

### Reflectivity and transmission measurements

The reflectivity spectra as a function of incident angle and excitation wavelengths were acquired using a J.A. Woollam Co. Inc V-VASE instrument with an angular resolution of 1° and wavelength spectroscopic resolution of 1 nm. The transmission measurements were performed using both J.A. Woollam Co. Inc V-VASE instrument and UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Cary Series).

### Lifetime and steady state photoluminescence measurements

Ultrafast optical set up has been used to measure the lifetimes of the samples. The optical set up consists of a Ti: Sapphire tunable femtosecond laser (Chameleon Ultra II from Coherent), Pulse Picker (by Coherent), Second Harmonic Generator (by Coherent), and a spectrofluorometer for time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) instrument (by Edinburgh instruments). The time resolution of the TCSPC instrument is ≤5 ps. In the experiments, the DCM dye was excited using a pulsed laser at 450 nm with a pulse width of about 140 fs and a repetition rate of 4 MHz. Here the emission wavelengths were varied using a monochromator that belongs to the TCSPC instrument. The same fluorometer was used to measure the steady state photoluminescence of the samples. The detection method was based on a reflection geometry in which dyes were excited using a mercury lamp and the emitted signals were detected using a last generation multichannel photomultiplier tube (MC-PMT).
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![Characterization of hyperbolic metamaterial.\
(a) Schematic diagram of fabricated hyperbolic metamaterial, which consists of 6 bilayers of Au/TiO~2~, (b) Real parts of effective permittivity of HMM determined with effective media theory. The permittivity tensor component in the parallel direction (XY plane) is determined and fitted using spectroscopic ellipsometry.](srep03291-f1){#f1}

![Photoluminescence measurements of hyperbolic metamaterial.\
(a) Experimentally obtained spontaneous emission lifetimes of the DCM dye as a function of emission wavelengths on HMM, control and reference sample and (b) Lifetime of dye on HMM normalized with respect to reference sample. The emission wavelengths are normalized with respect to the transition wavelength (548 nm) with negative and positive regions respectively represent the elliptical and hyperbolic dispersion.](srep03291-f2){#f2}

![Hypergrating geometry.\
(a) Schematic diagram of fabricated hypergrating structure in reflection geometry and (b) SEM image of fabricated one-dimensional grating lines on top of the HMM with an average period of 500 nm and average slit width of 160 nm.](srep03291-f3){#f3}

![Reflectance spectra as a function of excitation wavelengths.\
Studied structure is shown above each graph: (a) Uniform Ag layer of 20 nm thickness on a TiO~2~/glass substrate, (b) Reference sample (Ag grating on a TiO~2~/glass substrate), (c) Control sample (Ag grating on a 1 bilayer of Au/TiO~2~), (d) Ag grating on a 4 bilayers of Au/TiO~2~, (e) Hypergrating (Ag grating on a 6 bilayers of Au/TiO~2~), and (f) hypergrating without Ag layer on top of the grating. (a)--(f) Incident grazing angle is taken to be 50°. In figures (b)--(e), SPP and BPP respectively represent the surface plasmon polaritons and bulk plasmon polaritons.](srep03291-f4){#f4}

![Excitation of surface plasmon polaritons for hypergrating, control sample and reference sample.\
Excitation wavelength (a) λ = 350 nm, and (b) λ = 400 nm. The coupling angle of all samples increase with an increase of wavelength.](srep03291-f5){#f5}

![Excitation of bulk plasmon polaritons at three bulk plasmon bands for hypergrating and control sample.\
Excitation wavelength (a) λ = 700 nm, (b) λ = 750 nm, (c) λ = 1000 nm, (d) λ = 1050 nm, (e) λ = 2000 nm and (f) λ = 2050 nm. There is a decrease in coupling angle when the excitation wavelength is increased in all considered plasmon bands.](srep03291-f6){#f6}
